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Join The Reintroduction Hub

Click Join

Complete

the basic

Registration

form

Complete the simple registration form. If your Local Authority

has already subscribed to the hub, you will automatically be

approved. If not, we will be in touch to discuss the various ways

you can use The Reintroduction Hub.

simply visit:
www.thereintroductionhub.com



Your Dashboard

Once you have registered for The Reintroduction Hub, you will

be directed to this dashboard whenever you login. From here,

you will be able to invite students and easily understand their

needs. From the dashboard you will be able to see how much

each student has engaged with The Reintroduction Hub and

how their well being has improved or declined over time.

To access tools and resources to support the use of The

Reintroduction Hub in the classroom, then you can visit

www.thereintroductionhub.co.uk/teacher-resource

An Overview of The

Reintroduction Hub



Inviting Students

via email

Invite students

without an email
For students without an email

address, simply add their first

name, surname and then create

them a username and password.

Once registered the details of

students will be sent to your

email address.

Enter each pupils first

name, surname and

email address.

Clicking 'add the

student' will add to

the column on the

right. Click 'Send

Invites' to send

emails to all pupils

added.



Supporting Students

class view

Individual view
By clicking on any individual

student, you can see the

specific scores of each factor,

indicating the specific

numerical score and the same

traffic light system that is used

on the class view page. In the

individual student view, you are

also able to see the student's

previous scores in order to view

progress or decline in the

specific areas that contribute

to good well being. 

'View Students' provides a

quick overview of all students

in your class utilising a traffic

light system. Grey indicates

that students are yet to full

complete each factor on The

Reintroduction Hub. Red

indicates a need for immediate

support or intervention, Green

suggests good mental

wellbeing and Amber shows

there are some areas for

improvement.



Teachers

Resources Pack

Additional Resources

Our teachers resources pack is designed to

help you introduce The Reintroduction Hub to

your class and encourage and support your

pupils whilst they use it to explore their

emotional well being and the return to school.

Kids CovidMH
Our weekly twitter chat is designed to ensure we

can discuss and share our experiences as both

parents and teachers. We cover a variety of

topics relating to the way Covid-19 has affected

our children and their mental health.

Class Worksheets
We have created a variety of worksheets

that, along with the Teacher's resource

pack and worksheets available from

with The Reintroduction Hub allow us

teachers to utilise a whole school and

individual approach to well being and

management of the return to school.


